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■ Secret get-rich-quick deals EXPOSED!
■ Influence-peddling family made MILLIONS overseas!
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NLY The National
ENQUIRER can
break news before
it even happens,
and our annual
celebrity predictions are
ce
always ahead of the
al
curve!
cu
Last year, our savvy
seers foresaw the
se
end of Jennifer
en
9 Lo
Lopez and Alex
Rodriguez’s
Ro
romance, the
ro
birth of Scarlett
bi
Johansson and
Jo
Colin Jost’s
Co
baby and Kim
ba
Kardashian
Ka
filing for
fil
divorce from
di
Kanye West!
Here’s what
they see for
th
the year ahead!
th

14
1. Lizzo, 2. Hilaria
Baldwin, 3. Alec
Baldwin, 4. Machine
Gun Kelly, 5. Caitlyn
Jenner, 6. Jason
Sudeikis, 7. Megan
Fox, 8. Kanye West,
9. Kim Kardashian,
10. Tom Cruise,
11. Adele, 12. Angelina
Jolie, 13. Dwayne
Johnson, 14. Jack
Nicholson, 15. Prince
Harry, 16. Duchess
Meghan
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NEWS FLASH!

A Fury-ous Samuel
L. Jackson will exit
Marvel and start
his own cinematic
universe

CELEBRITY
PREDICTIONS
for 2022

Continued from page 25

Jason Sudeikis, and his galpal,
Keeley Hazell, will take theirs
to the next level and become
engaged!
■ Former MSNBC star Brian
Williams will emerge as
the new anchor of “CBS
Evening News” after
floundering Norah
O’Donnell’s
ratings hit an
all-time low
and she’s
shown the
door!

■ After portraying
badass Avengers
adviser Nick
Fury in
multiple
flicks,
Samuel L.
Jackson
will leave
the Marvel
■ Meghan,
Cinematic
Duchess of
Universe over
Sussex, will
a bitter contract
be barraged
Expect big news from
Tom Ackerley and
dispute and launch
by criticism
Margot Robbie after announcing
his own comic book
hero movie series!
she and hubby
Prince Harry have
■ Muscle-bound screen star
no plans to visit
Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson
his grandmother
will announce his plans to run
Queen Elizabeth
for statewide public office in
— despite the
2024!
royal’s rapidly
declining
■ After keeping their baby joy
health!
under wraps, “Suicide Squad”
hottie Margot Robbie and
■ Will Smith
hubby Tom Ackerley will finally and Jada
reveal they’re expecting their
Pinkett Smith
first child!
will plan a
Jada Pinkett
reality series
Smith and Will
■ “Watermelon Sugar” singer
about their
Smith will try
reality TV — if
Harry Styles and Olivia Wilde’s turbulent and
they’re still
relationship will hit the rocks,
complicated
together
while her “Ted Lasso” star ex,
marriage, but
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the strain between them will
continue to mount and cause
them to separate!
■ Freed from her
constrictive
conservatorship,
pop star Britney
Spears will
give birth to
fiancé Sam
Asghari’s
baby, as her
rift with her
parents and
sister Jamie
Lynn will grow
even wider!

“Mission: Impossible” movie
shockingly tanks, making it the
first flop in the franchise.
■ Newlyweds Gwen Stefani
and Blake Shelton
will announce
they’ve adopted
a baby boy
from
overseas!

■ Barbra
Streisand
will suffer
serious
health issues
that keep her
It’s baby time for
housebound and
■ President Joe Biden Britney and Sam out of the public eye
will experience a health crisis, — and there will be concerns
forcing Vice President Kamala
the singer may never perform
Harris to temporarily become
again!
commander in chief. But she
will be ripped by critics for
■ “Bloody Valentine” singer
her performance, inspiring
Machine Gun Kelly will propose
cries for her to be permanently to “Transformers” beauty
replaced.
Megan Fox, but his career will
continue to take hits from rock
■ Besieged by civil lawsuits
fans who call him a poser!
and negative press over his
fatal, but accidental, shooting
■ L.A. Lakers great LeBron
of cinematographer Halyna
James will announce his
Hutchins on the set of “Rust,”
retirement from professional
embattled Alec Baldwin will
basketball after his selfquit Hollywood and separate
constructed team crumbles
from his wife, Hilaria!
and he is called out for being a
lousy leader.
■ “Juice” singer Lizzo will
experience prosperity in
both her career
and personal
life in the form
of another
massive hit
record and a
brand-new
relationship!
■ Screen
spy Tom
Cruise will
hit a rocky
patch as he
continues to
come up empty
in his search for
a new wife —
and the next

LeBron James
may be hitting the
showers for good
AMERICA’S MOST TALKED ABOUT MAGAZINE

There’ll
be justice
at last for
JonBenét
Ramsey

■ Despite injuries sustained
in a February 2021 car crash,
links legend Tiger Woods will
take another swing at marriage
— this time with longtime
galpal Erica Herman.

Meet the Mystics!
Sir Anthony Lonsdale-Carr
has been called “The World’s
Most Documented Psychic.” He
accurately predicted the deaths of
Princess Diana and actor James
Gandolfini, along with the onset of
the coronavirus pandemic. Learn
more at anthonycarrpsychic.com.

■ Disgraced gridiron great O.J.
Simpson will have yet another
brush with the law and be
arrested, kicking off a new
high-profile trial!
■ Sketchy socialite Ghislaine
Maxwell will be convicted for
her role in the Jeffrey Epstein
sex-trafficking ring and begin
a long stretch behind bars!
■ Ambulances will be called
to rescue Hollywood big shot
Jack Nicholson, 84, after a
wild night of drinking and
debauchery nearly kills him!

■ After 25 years, the killer
of six-year-old beauty queen
JonBenét Ramsey will finally
be apprehended and tried for
her 1996 murder!
■ “Maleficent”
movie witch
Angelina
Jolie and
Hollywood
hunk Brad
Pitt will
finally settle
their bitter
fight over kids
and cash. She
will reveal a new
relationship with
an A-list movie star
from England!

■ “Ocean’s Eleven” hunk
George Clooney and wife
Amal will clash over her risky
work as an international
human rights lawyer and
separate while they settle their
differences.
■ Country music queen
Dolly Parton will be forced to
abandon the spotlight
as her beloved
husband Carl
Dean’s health
woes come
to a head,
leaving him
at death’s
door.

■ Slimmeddown songbird
Adele will have
Dolly will tend
bitter
breakup
a
to hubby Carl
big-time
sports
with
agent Rich Paul and pile the
pounds back on as she battles
■ Bipolar rapper Kanye West
self-esteem issues.
will wind up in a psychiatric
facility after his efforts to
■ Sex-swapper Caitlyn Jenner
win back estranged wife Kim
will launch her own daytime
Kardashian are dashed and
talk show, which will tank in
he is shunned by her famous
the ratings and be off the air in
family.
a matter of months.
❱❱ WWW.NATIONALENQUIRER.COM

Identical twins Chinhee and
Sunhee Park are psychics,
mediums, empaths and
energy healers, who were
voted Best Women Psychics
of the Year by Arts, UFOs
& Supernatural Magazine.
Learn more about them at
chinheesunheepark.com.

Jennifer Fields is a psychic
medium with more than
20 years of life-coaching and
business operations experience.
She has been rated a top
psychic reader on Bob Olson’s
Best Psychic Directory. Visit her
at inspirationsbyjenn.com.

Meredith Grubb is a medium
and healer who has more
than a decade of experience
using her psychic abilities.
She can be found at
theroot2.org.

Rae Witt is a fourth-generation
psychic and healer and has been
cultivating her craft through
study and practice for more than
20 years. You can reach her at
rachelesp210@gmail.com. NE
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